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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2024 Viking Saga 17SFQ, Viking Saga 3K Series travel trailer 17SFQ highlights:
Rear Bath Queen Bed Pass-Through Storage Under 3,000 lbs. This Viking Saga is
a cozy couples trailer or one perfect for a small family of three or four featuring a
queen bed up front with overhead storage and under bed storage as well. Just lift
and you can easily fit extra blankets, clothing, and so much more. The booth
dinette also features additional storage and can be converted to sleeping space
for one or two more depending on size. You will have a two burner cooktop and
sink with cover to provide a bit more counter space when the sink is not being
used. A rear full bath including a 24" x 36" shower, toilet, and vanity with sink, as
well as an overhead medicine cabinet for your toothbrushes and other toiletries.
On the outside, a 10' power patio awning will provide added protection from the
sun and rain giving you added living space outside to enjoy with camp chairs.
And, a front pass-through compartment for your outdoor camping gear, plus so
much more! The budget-friendly Viking Saga travel trailers are for the newbie or
seasoned RV user. Each model is constructed with a BAL NXG frame with Huck
bolt assembly and front diamond plating so that your trailer will last. Towing and
setup is made hassle-free with self-adjusting electric brakes, Easy Lube axles,
and two rear stabilizing jacks. The Saga travel trailers include seamless
countertops, a two burner cooktop, sink cover, and a bath skylight for adding
natural lighting. You will also find a jumbo pass-through storage, USB charging
ports to keep your electronics charged, plus both back up camera and solar prep.
3K SERIES CAMPING MADE EASY ESSENTIAL; 4.3 CU FT 2-DOOR REFER (12V) 4
CU FT 3 WAY REFER; DISCOUNT; SAGA TOWABLE ESSENTIALS PKG DISC

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 71198
VIN Number: 5ZT2VWFC7RJ133794
Condition: New
Length: 20
GVW: 3850
Sleeps: 4
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